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We introduce a complete Bell measurement on atomic qubits based on two photon interactions with optical
cavities and discrimination of coherent states of light. The dynamical system is described by the Dicke model
for two three-level atoms interacting in two-photon resonance with a single-mode of the radiation field, which is
known to effectively generate a non-linear two-photon interaction between the field and two states of each atom.
For initial coherent states with large mean photon number, the field state is well represented by two coherent
states at half revival time. For certain product states of the atoms, we prove the coherent generation of GHZ
states with two atomic qubits and two orthogonal Schrödinger cat states as a third qubit. For arbitrary atomic
states, we show that discriminating the two states of the field corresponds to different operations in the Bell
basis of the atoms. By repeating this process with a second cavity prepared in a phase-shifted coherent state, we
demonstrate the implementation of a complete Bell measurement. Experimental feasibility of our protocols is
discussed for cavity-QED, circuit-QED and trapped ions setups.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bell measurements are crucial to implement quantum infor-
mation protocols such as quantum teleportation, superdense
coding, and entanglement swapping [1, 2]. These protocols
play a key role in the nodes of a quantum repeater and to
establish long-distance communication in a quantum network
[3, 4]. In a complete Bell measurement a two-qubit system
is probabilistically projected onto one of the four Bell states.
For photonic qubits, it is possible to identify two of the four
Bell states, i.e. a 50%-efficient Bell measurement, using in-
terference effects with linear optics [5–7]. The capability to
surpass this limit relies either on more resourceful techniques
[8, 9] or on higher order optical interactions [10] that report
low efficiency in the experiment [11]. In the case of atomic
qubits, most experimental realizations of quantum teleporta-
tion consider the implementation of a complete Bell measure-
ment through entangling gates, such as a controlled-NOT or
controlled-phase gate, that together with single qubit gates can
map Bell sates onto product states in the computational ba-
sis [12–14]. A problem with this approach, however, is that
high fidelity two-qubit gates are still experimentally difficult
to achieve [15–17].
Motivated by the hybrid quantum repeater [3] that employs
material qubits and multiphoton coherent signals, a recently
proposed alternative is to explore atom-photon interaction
models that directly generate Bell states of the atoms corre-
lated with states of the field. Using this approach, it was shown
that unambiguous Bell state projections can be implemented
within the framework of the two-atom Tavis-Cummings model
[18–20]. There, the state of the atoms is postselected by pro-
jecting the states of the field onto nearly orthogonal coherent
states. The great benefit is that the atomic states are not directly
measured and their projection occurs as postselection of the
measured field. An imperfect efficiency relies on the fact that
initial coherent states of the field in the Tavis-Cummingsmodel
do not evolve coherently during the interaction [18, 21]. This
is clearlymanifested in the non-perfect revivals of Rabi oscilla-
tions of atomic observables, similar to the well known collapse
and revival phenomena in the Jaynes-Cummings model [22].
The natural question that arises is whether an atom-field model
presenting perfect revivals of Rabi oscillations could better as-
sist in the postselection of atomic Bell states. The answer to
this question turns out to be positive as we shall demonstrate.
In this paper we propose a complete atomic Bell measure-
ment based on the two-photon two-atom Dicke model in the
rotating wave approximation [23] that presents nearly perfect
revivals of Rabi oscillations. Similar to previouswork [18, 19],
the states of the qubits are encoded in a pair of two-level atoms
that interact resonantly and sequentially with the field inside
two optical cavities and the atomic state is postselected bymea-
suring the optical field. The considered two-photon atom-field
interactionmodel was first introduced as a generalization of the
Jaynes-Cummings model [24–26], and later extended for mul-
tiatomic systems [23, 27]. It has been proposed theoretically,
but its experimental feasibility has been analyzed in well con-
trollable quantum optical systems [28]. Although we focus on
a cavity QED implementation, two-photon or two-phonon in-
teractions have also been studied and proposed in circuit QED
and trapped ions [29, 30], thus making our proposal attractive
to other architectures involving matter-field interaction.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review the
effective two-photon Dicke model as a limiting case of a gen-
eral Dicke Hamiltonian of two three-level atoms and discuss
the regime of validity in terms of the parameters of the sys-
tem. In Sec. III, an approximate exact solution of the effective
model in terms of coherent states of the field is presented and
its validity is verified by comparing the fidelity with respect
to exact numerical calculations. Collapse and revival of Rabi
oscillations are studied in Sec. IV. The generation of tripartite
entangled states is discussed in Sec. V. In Sec. VI the quan-
tum protocol for a Bell-measurement is described in detail
and numerically verified. We discuss possible experimental
implementations in Sec. VII and our conclusions are given in
Sec. VIII.
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2II. THE TWO-PHOTONMODEL
In this section we briefly review the Dicke model in the
rotating wave approximation at two-photon resonance with
two identical three-level atoms (A andB) that interact with one
mode of the quantized electromagnetic field inside an optical
cavity. The field couples an intermediate level |i〉 with the
ground state |g〉 and the excited state |e〉 as depicted in Fig. 1.
The frequency difference between ground and excited state is
assumed to be tuned at twice the frequency of the cavity mode.
Choosing units in which ~ = 1, the Hamiltonian describing the
dynamics of the system can be written as
H = ωa†a + 2ωSee + (ω + ∆)Sii + V . (1)
The first term in the Hamiltonian describes the energy of the
optical field and is written in terms of the bosonic annihilation
and creation operators a and a†. The second and third term
represent the atomic energy of the excited and intermediate
states, respectively. They are expressed trough the atomic
collective operators
Sµν = |µ〉〈ν |A + |µ〉〈ν |B, µ, ν ∈ {g, i, e}. (2)
The last term in Eq. (1),V , describes the atom-field interaction
which is assumed to fulfill the rotating-wave approximation
(RWA) and therefore can be written as
V = ggaSig + geaSei + H.c. (3)
where ge and ge are the corresponding atom-field coupling
strengths.
The detuning ∆ between the frequency of the intermediate
state and the frequency of the mode is assumed to be large
compared with both coupling strengths that we consider of
the same order of magnitude, namely ∆  gg ∼ ge. In this
particular situation, it can be shown that the intermediate level
can be approximately decoupled from the dynamics. To show
this, we follow the method introduced in [23] and perform a
small rotation of the Hamiltonian with the transformation
eiGHe−iG, G =
gg
∆
aSig − ge
∆
aSei − H.c. (4)
Using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) expansion and
neglecting terms of the order ge(ge
√
〈a†a〉/∆)2, one can obtain
the following effective Hamiltonian
H ≈ ωI + S +W, (5)
which includes a two-photon interaction term
W = g
(
a2Seg + a† 2Sge
)
, g = −gege/∆. (6)
The expansion also produces a Stark-shift contribution of the
form
S = −2g
2
g
∆
I − g
2
e − g2g
∆
aa†See + 3
g2g
∆
See. (7)
FIG. 1. Pictorial illustration of two three-level atoms (A and B)
interacting at two-photon resonance with one mode of the radiation
field inside an optical cavity. For large enough detuning ∆ between
the lower transition frequency and the frequency of the field, the
intermediate state is decoupled from the dynamics leading to an
effective two-photon interaction involving only states |g〉 and |e〉 of
the atoms.
One can verify that the first term in Eq. (7) is a constant of
motion that is given by
I = a†a + 2See. (8)
In principle, I should also contain the term Sii, however one
can safely omit it if the intermediate state is not initially pop-
ulated. The effective Hamiltonian in (5) can be verified with
the commutation relations [G, Sii] = −V and [G,V] = 2W +2S
that follow from [Sµν, Sµ′ν′] = δνµ′Sµν′ − δν′µSµ′ν using Eq.
(2). Taking into account the order of the neglected terms, one
can accurately describe the dynamics of the system using the
effective Hamiltonian subjected to the following restriction in
time
get  ∆2/g2e 〈a†a〉. (9)
In order to further simplify the interaction, one can find
conditions for which the photon-dependent Stark-shift term,
second in Eq. (7), does not contribute to the dynamics. This
part can be neglected if it is smaller than the omitted expres-
sions in the truncated BCH expansion leading to the effec-
tive Hamiltonian in Eq. (5), which reduces to the condition
|g2e − g2g | < g3e/∆ quantifying the closeness between gg and ge.
With this in mind, the photon-independent Stark-shift, third in
(7), is of the order of g, which can be neglected for large pho-
ton numbers compared with the order of W given by g〈a†a〉.
Under these assumptions, one can reduce the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (1) simply to
H ≈ (ω + 2g)I +W . (10)
As this Hamiltonian effectively describes the dynamics of the
two atoms restricted to levels |g〉 and |e〉, in what follows
we will solve the Schödinger equation for this Hamiltonian in
the interaction picture with respect to the constant of motion
(ω + 2g)I exploiting the fact that it commutes with the two-
photon interaction, i.e., [I,W] = 0. We stress that under the
aforementioned assumptions the dynamics of the system iswell
described by the two-photon interaction termW in Eq. (6).
3III. SOLUTION OF THE DYNAMICAL EQUATION FOR
LARGE PHOTON NUMBER
In this section we derive an approximate analytical solution
for the time-dependent state vector in the limit of large mean
photon numbers. To this end, we consider initial states of
the form |Ψ〉 = |ψ〉|α〉, where |ψ〉 is an arbitrary state of two
two-level atoms, and where we have considered the photonic
coherent state
|α〉 =
∞∑
n=0
pn |n〉, pn = e−
|α |2
2
αn√
n!
, α = |α |eiφ . (11)
The mean photon number is given by n¯ = 〈a†a〉 = |α |2 and
in the following it is assumed to be large (n¯  1). In order
to find the time-dependent state vector we choose to solve the
eigenvalue problem forW using the photon number states |n〉,
the atomic basis |gg〉, |ee〉, and the Bell states
|Ψ±〉 = 1√
2
(|ge〉 ± |eg〉) . (12)
In this basis an arbitrary initial state of the atoms takes the
form
|ψ〉 = cg |gg〉 + c− |Ψ−〉 + c+ |Ψ+〉 + ce |ee〉, (13)
where the probability amplitudes fulfill the normalization con-
dition and with the convention |ge〉 = |g〉A |e〉B. It can be
verified by inspection that the set of states {|Ψ−〉|n〉}∞
n=0 are
eigenvectors ofW with eigenvalue 0. The rest of the eigensys-
tem can be evaluated by diagonalizing 3× 3 matrices which in
the tripartite basis {|gg〉|n〉, |Ψ+〉|n − 2〉, |ee〉|n − 4〉}, can be
written as
Wn = g
√
2
©­­«
0
√
n2 − n 0√
n2 − n 0
√
n2 − 5n + 6
0
√
n2 − 5n + 6 0
ª®®¬ .
Although it is possible to diagonalize these matrices in an
exact form, the condition of high mean photon number |α |2 
1 will allow us to find compact expressions that are good
approximations to the exact results. For instance, the exact
nonzero eigenvalues are w±n = ±g
√
(2n − 3)2 + 3, but they can
be approximated for large values of n by
w˜±n = ±g(2n − 3). (14)
In this limit, one can find that the orthogonal transformation
which diagonalizes each blockWn takes the simple form
O˜n =
1
2
©­­«
−√2 1 1
0 −√2 √2√
2 1 1
ª®®¬ . (15)
The evolution operator can also be expressed in terms of ma-
trices of size 3 × 3, which can be evaluated using the transfor-
mation that diagonalizes the blocksWn ofW , namely
U˜n(t) = O˜ᵀn exp[−i diag(0,−w˜n, w˜n)t]O˜n, (16)
where diag(v) represents a diagonal matrix with the elements
of v as non-zero entries. With these approximations, the evo-
lution operator has the remarkable simple form
U˜n(t) =
©­­­«
cos2( w˜n t2 ) sin(w˜n t)i√2 − sin
2( w˜n t2 )
sin(w˜n t)
i
√
2
cos(w˜nt) sin(w˜n t)
i
√
2
− sin2( w˜n t2 ) sin(w˜n t)i√2 cos
2( w˜n t2 )
ª®®®¬ . (17)
Using these results, one can find that the time evolution of any
initial state can be written as
|Ψ(t)〉 = a0 |gg, 0〉 + a1 |gg, 1〉+
3∑
n=2
(
an,t |gg, n〉 + bn,t |Ψ+, n − 2〉
)
+ (18)
∞∑
n=4
(
an,t |gg, n〉 + bn,t |Ψ+, n − 2〉 + cn,t |ee, n − 4〉
)
,
where a0 = cep0 and a1 = cep1 are the probability amplitudes
of stationary states that are decoupled from the dynamics. The
rest of the coefficients can be evaluated with the aid of the
evolution operator and are given by
an,t =
(
c++d
+
2φ
2 e
−iw˜n t − c+−d
+
2φ
2 e
iw˜n t + d−2φ
)
e−i2φpn√
2
,
bn,t =
(
c++d
+
2φ
2 e
−iw˜n t +
c+−d+2φ
2 e
iw˜n t
)
pn−2, (19)
cn,t =
(
c++d
+
2φ
2 e
−iw˜n t − c+−d
+
2φ
2 e
iw˜n t − d−2φ
)
ei2φpn−4√
2
.
In the previous expressions we have introduced for notational
convenience the coefficients
d±φ =
cgeiφ ± cee−iφ√
2
, (20)
which are the initial probability amplitudes of the maximally
entangled states of the two atoms
|Φ±φ〉 =
1√
2
(
e−iφ |gg〉 ± eiφ |ee〉
)
. (21)
In order to find a simple expression for the state vector,
we use the following approximate relation for the photonic
probability amplitudes
pn ≈ pn−1eiφ . (22)
With this result one can carry out the summation in Eq. (18)
in order the arrive to an approximation of the state vector
in terms of coherent states and maximally entangled atomic
states, namely
|Ψ(t)〉 =
(
c− |Ψ−〉 + d−2φ |Φ−2φ〉
)
|α〉+ (23)
c+ + d+2φ
2
e−igt
(
|Ψ+〉 + |Φ+2φ−4gt〉
)
|e−i2gtα〉+
c+ − d+2φ
2
eigt
(
|Ψ+〉 − |Φ+2φ+4gt〉
)
|ei2gtα〉.
4FIG. 2. a) Ensemble average of the fidelity 〈FW 〉 computed from
the exact numerical state vector |ΨW (t)〉 for the effective two-photon
Hamiltonian W respect to the numerical solution |Ψexact(t)〉 corre-
sponding to the full Hamiltonian (1) as a function of the scaled time
gt/pi. Three cases are shown: n¯ = 20, 50, 100. b) Ensemble average
of the fidelity 〈F〉 of the approximate solution |Ψ(t)〉 (Eq. (23)) also
with reference to the state |Ψexact(t)〉 as function of the scaled time gt
with gg/∆ = 0.002. The ensemble average has been performed over
103 initial random pure states uniformly distributed according to the
Haar measure of SU(4)with φ a random phase drawn from a uniform
distribution ∈ [0, 2pi).
A similar expression to this formula was found in [19] for the
two-atomTavis-Cummingsmodel involvingmore complicated
field states that followed the dynamics of a coherent state, but
distorting its shape in time. In contrast, the solution in (23)
is written in terms of coherent states as a consequence of the
linear behavior of the eigenfrequencies of the system for large
photon numbers. The full exact solution for the two-photon
model was previously reported in Ref. [31] together with a
semiclassical approximation in agreement with our findings.
There, however, the form in terms of orthogonal Bell states and
coherent states was not identified nor its potential application
was stressed.
In order to test the validity of our approximation, we have
plotted in Fig. 2 a) the fidelity FW = |〈Ψexact(t)|ΨW (t)〉|2 of
the exact numerical solution evaluated with the full Hamilto-
nian in Eq. (1) with respect to the exact numerical state vector
computed with the two-photon Hamiltonian in (10) for differ-
ent values of the average photon number n¯. As a comparison
we show in Fig. 2 b) the fidelity F = |〈Ψexact(t)|Ψ(t)〉|2 with
respect to the approximate state vector in terms of coherent
states of Eq. (23). In favor of generality, and for both fidelities,
we have performed an ensemble average with 103 random ini-
tial pure states taken from the uniform distribution of SU(4).
The phase φ of the coherent state was randomly obtained from
a uniform distribution in the interval [0, 2pi). It can be noted,
that the agreement between dynamics is remarkably good for
increasing value of the mean photon number in both situations.
Having checked its validity, the solution in Eq. (23) will be the
starting point of our subsequent analysis.
IV. COLLAPSE AND REVIVAL OF RABI OSCILLATIONS
A clear manifestation of the coherent shape of the com-
ponents of the field state is the perfect revivals of the Rabi
oscillations of observables such as the mean value of the op-
erator See, which can be interpreted as the number of atoms
in their corresponding excited state. This can be evaluated
analytically, for instance for the initial state |ee〉|α〉, using our
expression (23) as
〈See〉 = 1 + Re
[
e−|α |
2(1−ei2gt )−i3gt
]
, (24)
where we have employed the overlap between the relevant co-
herent states 〈α |αe±i2gt〉 = e−|α |2(1−e±i2gt ) which has a Gaus-
sian envelope (1 + e−2 |α |2g2t2 )/2 for values of time close to
zero and in general to gt = pil, with l ∈ N. In Fig. 3 we have
plotted the numerical exact calculation of 〈See〉. As in the case
of the standard Jaynes-Cummings interaction, collapses and
revivals in this atomic observable are present in the dynam-
ics of the two-photon model (apart from an alternating sign).
However, they show a different behavior as they appear in a
more compact and regular form, showing almost the complete
returning to the initial photonic state in the case of large fields
[32]. In the two-photon two-atom model, the time at which
revivals appear is independent of n¯ and is given by
tr ≈ pi/g. (25)
In order to attain tr with the model of Sec. II, the restriction
in time of Eq. (9) results in the following condition for the
parameters of the model: gen¯pi  ∆.
The collapse and revival of Rabi oscillations can also be
studied in phase space. This gives a relevant pictorial de-
scription of the time-evolution of the field state, whose form
will corroborate our approximation in terms of coherent states.
We choose to visualize the behavior in terms of the Wigner
function [33], a quasi-probability distribution defined as
W(β, t) = 1
pi2
∫
Tr
{
ρ f (t)eζa†−ζ∗a
}
eβζ
∗−β∗ζd2ζ, (26)
with β and ζ being complex numbers and the reduced density
operator of the field obtained after tracing out the atomic de-
grees of freedom, i.e., ρ f (t) = TrA,B |Ψ(t)〉〈Ψ(t)|. In Fig. 4
we present the Wigner function of the photonic state for three
different values of the interaction time, namely t = 0, t = tr/4
and t = tr/2. From this representation one can extract relevant
dynamical information of the full system. The initial state for
5FIG. 3. Collapse and perfect revival of Rabi oscillations in 〈See〉
(number of atoms in the excited state) as a function of the scaled
time gt/pi. The initial state |ee〉|α〉 with |α |2 = 50 evolves under
the influence of the effective Hamiltonian (10). An approximate
analytical expression for these oscillations is given in Eq. (24).
t = 0 in Fig. 4 a) corresponds to a coherent state and is rep-
resented by a Gaussian distribution in the complex plane. For
nonzero values of the interaction time, the field evolves as cor-
related coherent states, without deforming its circular shape,
showing no squeezing during the evolution. The correlated
feature is manifested by the interference fringes between the
maxima at tr/4 in Fig. 4 b) that disappear at tr/2 in Fig. 4 c).
From Eq. (23), one can evaluate the state vector at half the
revival time
|Ψ(tr/2)〉 =
(
c− |Ψ−〉 + d−2φ |Φ−2φ〉
)
|α〉
− i
(
c+ |Φ+2φ〉 + d+2φ |Ψ+〉
)
| − α〉. (27)
Tracing over the atomic degrees of freedom, one finds that the
field state corresponds to the mixed state
ρ f =
(
|c− |2 + |d−2φ |2
)
|α〉〈α |+(
|c+ |2 + |d+2φ |2
)
| − α〉〈−α |. (28)
This incoherent superposition explains the absence of inter-
ference fringes between the two-dimensional Gaussian func-
tions representing opposed coherent states in phase space in
Fig. 4 c). The complete state of the system at tr/2, half revival
time, given in Eq. (27) will play a key role in what follows. In
the next section we will show that multipartite quantum corre-
lations can be generated during the time evolution leading to
the formation of tripartite entangled states.
V. GENERATION OF GHZ STATES
An immediate application is the possibility to generate max-
imally entangled three-qubit states using the intrinsic dynamics
of the two-photon model. Based on our solution in terms of
Bell and coherent states at half revival time in Eq. (27) and
setting the coefficients c− = d+2φ = 0, and c+ =
1√
2
, d−2φ =
i√
2
,
the state vector evaluated at tr/2 takes the following form:
|Ψ(tr/2)〉 = i√
2
[
|Φ−2φ〉|α〉 − |Φ+2φ〉| − α〉
]
. (29)
FIG. 4. Wigner function of the optical field for interactions times a)
tr = 0, b) tr = 1/4, c) tr = 1/2. At tr = 1/2 (last snapshot) one can
recognize the shape of an incoherent superposition of two coherent
states. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 3 with φ = 2pi/3.
Looking at the probability amplitudes, the initial state might
appear somehow complicated or even entangled, but it is ac-
tually an initial tripartite product state with the field in the
coherent state |α〉 and each atom in the state
|ϕφ〉 = e
ipi/4
√
2
(
e−iφ |g〉 − ieiφ |e〉
)
. (30)
It is therefore a remarkable result that the simple unitary evo-
lution generates a maximally entangled tripartite state with a
product state as an input. In order to show that this corresponds
to a tripartite entangled state, it is useful to establish an iso-
morphism between coherent and qubit states for large values
of |α |. Consider the following even and odd Schrödinger cat
states:
|α,±〉 = 1√
2
(|α〉 ± | − α〉) , (31)
which are eigenstates of the parity operator Π = (−1)a†a with
eigenvalues ±1 that fulfill the condition 〈α,+|α,−〉 ≈ 0 for
|α |  1. Even and odd cat states can then be respectively
interpreted as the excited and ground states of a two-level
system [34]. In fact, one can easily check that the operators:
Σx = |α,+〉〈α,−| + |α,−〉〈α,+|, (32)
Σy = i (|α,+〉〈α,−| − |α,−〉〈α,+|) , (33)
Σz = |α,+〉〈α,+| − |α,−〉〈α,−|, (34)
satisfy the same SU(2) algebra [Σi, Σj] = 2ii jkΣk and
{Σi, Σj} = δi j . If we set the phase φ = pi/4, the state in
Eq. (29) can be rewritten as
|GHZ〉 = 1√
2
(|gg〉|α,−〉 + |ee〉|α,+〉) , (35)
which can be immediately recognized as aGreenberger-Horne-
Zeilinger (GHZ) state. It is well known that GHZ states contain
one of the two types of tripartite entanglement, and they have
been experimentally realized in a variety of physical systems,
such as photons, trapped ions, and superconducting qubits [35–
37]. These states are characterized by the fact that a measure-
ment performed on the third qubit results in an unentangled
qubit pair. However, a very interesting fact is that pairwise
entanglement can be obtained by performing an appropriate
6FIG. 5. Fidelity between the generated GHZ state in Eq. (35) and the
numerically evaluated state vector, FGHZ = |〈GHZ|Ψexact(pi/2g)〉|2,
as a function of the mean photon number.
measurement of the third qubit along some orthogonal direc-
tion. From Eq. (35) we can see this by projecting onto the
coherent states | ± α〉, which automatically leaves the qubit
pair in one of the entangled states |Φ±〉. The corresponding fi-
delity FGHZ = |〈GHZ|Ψexact(pi/2g)〉|2 between the generated
GHZ state in Eq. (35) and the exact state vector calculated
by numerical means is shown in Fig. 5 for increasing mean
photon number. As we have shown, almost unit fidelity GHZ
states can be efficiently engineered by the appropriate tuning
of the initial conditions.
VI. BELL MEASUREMENT
In this section we present a scheme to implement a complete
Bell measurement based on atomic postselection by letting the
atoms interact with two separate cavities and then measuring
the field state as depicted in Fig. 6. We elucidate this by first
considering the interaction with one cavity for an interaction
time equal to half revival time for which the system is left in
the state given by Eq. (27). At this time, only two coherent
states contribute to the photonic state and are correlated with
two orthogonal components of the atomic state. As we are
considering the limit of high excitation number, these two
coherent states are nearly orthogonal as can be noted from their
overlap 〈α |−α〉 = e−2 |α |2 , and therefore can be distinguished
with an appropriate measurement scheme [18, 19, 38]. For our
discussion, we assume that one is able to project the field onto
the states |α〉 or | − α〉. From the form of the state in Eq. (27),
one can note that these projections correspond, respectively,
to the following atomic measurement operators
M+φ = |Ψ−〉〈Ψ− | + |Φ−2φ〉〈Φ−2φ |,
M−φ = −i |Φ+2φ〉〈Ψ+ | − i |Ψ+〉〈Φ+2φ |. (36)
Therefore, projecting onto the photonic state | ± α〉 corre-
sponds to implementing the atomic measurement operator M±φ
composed of a rank-two projector and a flip operator, both
given in the Bell basis. The appearance of this flip operator is
due to the fact that in (27) the initial atomic probability am-
plitudes of the state in the second row are interchanged. For
certain atomic probability amplitudes, the above projection
postselect the atoms in an entangled state in a similar fashion
as in [39].
FIG. 6. Schematic visualization of the Bell measurement scheme.
Two matter qubits initially described by an arbitrary state |ψ〉 enter to
a sequence of two independent electromagnetic cavities prepared in
coherent states. Both qubits couple to each mode for a time tr/2. At
the exit of the cavities, a measurement on the field state is performed
by detectors D1 and D2. As a final step, a single-qubit unitary Uφ is
applied on the first qubit resulting in the postselection of a Bell state.
With the previous result it is not possible to project the
atomic states into four orthogonal states, as we have only en-
countered a rank-two projector and a flip operation in the space
of two maximally entangled states. However, one can extend
this result with the use of a second cavity, similar to [18, 19].
For this purpose, one has to let the atoms interact with the
field prepared in a coherent state of the form |eipi/4α〉, i.e.,
phase-shifted by pi/4 from the first coherent state. This can be
done, for instance, by letting the atoms interact with a second
cavity as depicted in Fig. 6. After an interaction time of tr/2,
one would obtain a similar state to the one in Eq. (27), but with
rotated coherent states, i.e., φ replaced by φ+pi/4. In this case,
projecting onto | ± eipi/4α〉 would correspond to measuring the
atoms with a measurement operator M±
φ+pi/4. Combining this
with the previous procedure, one is able to measure the atoms
according to the following measurement elements
M++ = M+φ+pi/4M
+
φ = |Ψ−〉〈Ψ− |,
M+− = M+φ+pi/4M
−
φ = −i |Φ+2φ〉〈Ψ+ |,
M−+ = M−φ+pi/4M
+
φ = |Ψ+〉〈Φ−2φ |, (37)
M−− = M−φ+pi/4M
−
φ = i |Φ−2φ〉〈Φ+2φ |.
where we have considered the following relations
|Φ±φ+pi/2〉 = −i |Φ∓φ〉, d±φ+pi/2 = id∓φ . (38)
Each measurement element M±± corresponds to the simul-
taneous projection onto | ± α〉 in the first cavity and onto
| ± eipi/4α〉 in the second cavity. It turns out that all M±±
form the set of measurement operators of a particular positive
operator-valuedmeasurement (POVM) [1] that is already good
enough to distinguish the four Bell states. However, this does
not correspond to a von Neumann measurement, as there are
some states that are interchanged during the process. In order
to convert this scheme into a von Neumann measurement of
the four Bell states, i.e., a Bell measurement, one has to imple-
ment a procedure to flip some of the Bell states. Fortunately,
this can be accomplished with the help of the following pair
of single-atom unitary transformations
σφ = eiφ |e〉〈g| + e−iφ |g〉〈e|, σz = |e〉〈e| − |g〉〈g|, (39)
7Measured field Measured field Postselected Gate Uφ
state in D1 state in D2 Bell state on qubit A
|α〉 |eipi/4α〉 |Ψ−〉 1
|α〉 | − eipi/4α〉 |Ψ+〉 iσ2φ
| − α〉 |eipi/4α〉 |Φ−2φ〉 σ2φσz
| − α〉 | − eipi/4α〉 |Φ+2φ〉 iσz
TABLE I. Summary of the quantum protocol indicating themeasured
field in each cavity, the corresponding post-selected Bell state and the
unitary gate that has to be applied to complete a Bell measurement.
that transform the Bell states according to the following rules
σφ,A |Φ±φ〉 = ±|Ψ±〉, σz,A |Ψ±〉 = −|Ψ∓〉
σφ,A |Ψ±〉 = ±|Φ±φ〉, σz,A |Φ±φ〉 = −|Φ∓φ〉. (40)
Applying these single-qubit gates only to qubit-A in a selec-
tive way after the field measurement and according to each
outcome, one is able to perform the following Bell-state pro-
jections
M++ =|Ψ−〉〈Ψ− |,
iσ2φ,AM+− =|Ψ+〉〈Ψ+ |,
σ2φ,Aσz,AM−+ =|Φ−2φ〉〈Φ−2φ |,
iσz,AM−− =|Φ+2φ〉〈Φ+2φ |, (41)
that are required in a complete Bell measurement. The imple-
mentation of the selective single-qubit gate is represented in
Fig. 6 by the application of the operation Uφ after the inter-
action with the two cavities. A summary of the protocol with
the corresponding single-qubit gate on atom A is presented in
table I.
In order to test the protocol, we have carried out numer-
ical simulations to evaluate the fidelity of the postselected
atomic states with respect to the corresponding Bell state, i.e.,
FBell = 〈ψBell |ρat |ψBell〉, where |ψBell〉 stands for one of the
four Bell states and ρat is the reduced density matrix of the two
atoms after implementation of the protocol in Fig. 6. We have
also performed an average over 103 initial atomic random pure
states from a uniform SU(4) distribution in order to produce
generic results for two-qubit systems. In Fig. 7we plot the aver-
age fidelity of the numerically obtainedBell states as a function
of the mean photon number. We can see that even for rela-
tively small photon numbers, a complete Bell-measurement
can be implemented following the proposed protocol. In this
case, the only requirement for the mean photon number is to be
sufficiently large. This contrasts with previous findings based
on the Tavis-Cummings model for which the fidelity of two of
the four Bell states is an oscillatory function of the mean pho-
ton number, making the protocol functional only for restricted
values of the mean photon number [19].
As the protocol is envisioned to work at half of the revival
time, it is important to explore the sensitivity of the Bell mea-
surement when the interaction time is closed but not exactly
tr/2. In Fig. 8 we plot the average fidelity in a short time win-
dow close to half of the revival time for the four postselected
FIG. 7. Ensemble average fidelity 〈FBell〉 for each postselected Bell
state after the application of the protocol as a function of the mean
photon number.
FIG. 8. Ensemble average fidelity 〈FBell〉 for each postselected Bell
state after the application of the protocol around the optimal time
tr/2.
Bell states. In this case we have set the mean photon number
n¯ = 50, for which we know almost perfect fidelity can be ob-
tained. The results show almost unit fidelity for projecting onto
the states |Ψ−〉 and |Φ+2φ〉. The first case can be understood
in analogy to the Tavis-Cummings model for which one can
show that the state |Ψ−〉 remains invariant under time evolu-
tion [18]. Approximately regular oscillating behavior is found
for the other two Bell states near the optimal time gt = pi/2,
with a similar effective frequency roughly given by g(n¯+1). In
order to get an idea of a deviation  allowed in the interaction
time tr/2 ±  , one can estimate that this possible error must
satisfy the condition | |  1/2pig(n¯ + 1) for the protocol to
work with nearly optimal fidelity.
VII. DISCUSSION
We now comment on the possibilities of an experimental re-
alization of the above mentioned protocol. In the cavity-QED
scenario, experiments using optical conveyor belts to transport
neutral laser-cooled cesium atoms into an optical resonator
8have been successfully performed [40, 41]. Adapted to our
scheme, the idea would be to transport atoms using a standing
wave dipole trap into a sequence of two single mode optical
cavities. The effects of losses can be neglected, provided the
experiment operates in the strong coupling regime, where the
condition g  γ, κ holds, i.e., the qubit-field coupling is much
larger than the spontaneous decay rate γ of the atoms and the
rate accounting for photon losses in the cavities κ. As in our
model the revival time is independent of themean photon num-
ber, at the optimal time these conditions are slightly modified
to: g/γ  pi/2 and g/κ  pi/2. These requirements can be
satisfied in current cavity-QED experiments [42].
Similar schemes involving coupled cavities and two-level
atoms have been proposed in the context of coherence and
entanglement protection in the presence of dissipation [43].
The physical realization of these systems seems to fit very well
within the context of the circuit quantum electrodynamics ar-
chitecture (circiut-QED) [44–46], where transmon qubits can
be efficiently coupled to coplanar waveguide cavities. High fi-
delity preparation of entangled input initial states for the proto-
col can be in principle engineered using a quantum bus trough
a transmission line resonator as described in Ref. [47], and
the interaction time of the two-qubit system with the resonator
mode can also be switched-off after the corresponding projec-
tive measurement of the optical mode, thus implementing all
the steps of the algorithm in a single on-chip superconducting
circuit.
It is worth commenting on the possible implementation in
trapped-ion experiments, as they constitute one of the most
successful platforms for quantum simulation and quantum in-
formation processing [48]. An interesting simulation based
on trapped ions has been recently proposed for emulating the
dynamics of the two-photon Rabi model in different coupling
regimes [30]. As our protocol is supposed to work in the
so called strong-coupling regime, where the qubit frequency
is assumed to be very small compared with the qubit-field
coupling, its implementation in this particular architecture
seems to be feasible with current technology. In this con-
text two identical ions with two internal electronic states are
placed in a harmonic trap of a definite frequency. By driv-
ing the ions with a laser source at the second red side-band,
an effective nonlinear two-phonon coupling can be generated
[29, 30]. After the application of a vibrational RWA one can
obtain the trapped-ion Hamiltonian in the interaction picture:
H˜I = −Ωη2(Sega2 + Sgea†2)/2, which can be immediately rec-
ognized as our effective Hamiltonian model in Eq. (6) with
an effective coupling given by geff = −Ωη2/2, being Ω the
Rabi frequency of the laser, and η the so-called Lamb-Dicke
parameter. The Rabi frequency in trapped-ion experiments
lies in the range of kHz and η ∼ 10−2, which leads to a cou-
pling constant of geff ∼ 102 Hz. Taking into account these
values, it is possible to estimate the optimal time needed to
perform the Bell measurement scheme in a trapped-ion setup
from the relation gefft/pi = 1/2, which results in a simulation
time of ∼ 10ms. Typical experiments involving, for instance,
optical 40Ca+ ions have coherence times of ∼ 3ms [49, 50].
These times are still small if a Bell measurement based on the
proposed protocol is to be performed. However, continuous
dynamical decoupling schemes have been recently proposed in
order to achieve long-time coherent dynamics by eliminating
magnetic dephasing noise in ion-trap simulators [29], making
our proposal for Bell state discrimination more realistic and in
reach of current technology.
In our treatment we have assumed, for simplicity, perfect
projections onto coherent states in order to discriminate the
field components. A more realistic discrimination scheme
can be achieved by means of a balanced homodyne detec-
tion (BHD), where the field state is superposed with a strong
laser beam, known as local oscillator (LO), in a 50/50 beam
splitter (BS). By measuring both outputs of the BS via pho-
todetectors, one can achieve the projection onto eigenstates
|x, θL〉 of the field quadratures xθL = (a†eiθL + ae−iθL )/2,
whose eigenvalue x is proportional to the recorded photon
difference [51]. The selected quadrature depends on the
phase θL of the LO. In our protocol, the optimal value is
θL = φ in order to distinguish the field components at time
tr/2. After the BHD, the field is projected and the atoms
collapse to the state ρat = Tr f [|x, φ〉〈x, φ|ρ], with the pure
state ρ = |Ψ(tr/2)〉〈Ψ(tr/2)| in Eq. (27). With almost unit
probability, the postselected atomic state is one of the pure
states resulting from the measurement operators M±φ in (36)
applied to the state (13). This follows from the fact that
the field is solely composed of two coherent states, whose
overlaps with the measured field quadrature are given by
〈x, φ|±α〉 = (2/pi)1/4 exp[−(x± |α |)2] [18], i.e., probable mea-
surements are only registered for values of x close to ±|α |.
Therefore, in a BHD of the cavity field, positive (negative)
photon counting corresponds to the atomic measurement op-
erator M+φ (M
−
φ ), in Eq. (36), of the initial atomic state given
by Eq. (13). Imperfect efficiency (ε ∈ [0, 1]) of the pho-
todetectors can also be considered. In this case the POVM
describing the BHD is composed of Gaussian convolution of
the ideal projectors onto the field quadratures with variance
∆2ε = (1 − ε)/4ε [51]. The recorded probability distribution
for each coherent state will then have an effective variance of
∆2ε + 1/4. Therefore, one can be confident that BHD is still
applicable if 4(∆2ε +1/4)1/2 (four times the standard deviation)
is smaller than the distance |α | of each coherent state to the
origin. This restriction translates into ε > 4/|α |2 in terms of
the photodetection efficiency.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a Bell measurement scheme on atomic
qubits that interact with the electromagnetic field contained in
two separate cavities via two-photon processes in a two-stage
Ramsey-type setup. The protocol is based on the two-atom
two-photonDickemodel in the limit of large photon number for
initial coherent states of the field. Under such conditions, we
have derived an approximate solution in terms of atomic Bell
states and photonic coherent states, allowing the identification
of an appropriateBell-measurement protocol via coherent state
discrimination in two separate cavities. In contrast with previ-
ous proposed protocols [18, 19] based on multiphoton states,
the one presented here allows a complete discrimination of the
9four atomic Bell states, i.e. a 100%-efficient Bell measurement
that we have numerically confirmed by computing the average
fidelity over random initial states. The robustness of the pro-
tocol as a function of the interaction time has been tested and
the corresponding condition for a possible error in terms of
the mean photon number was estimated. By analyzing the
time-dependent state of the full system, we have also demon-
strated that tripartite entangled GHZ states can be naturally
generated by the unitary dynamics of the two-photon model,
a possibility that can be further exploited in other quantum
information protocols. It is worth stressing that the complete
projection onto the full Bell basis is possible as a consequence
of the perfect discrimination of two separate components of
the evolved field which in turn relies on the perfect revivals of
Rabi oscillations in the two photon model.
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